A locally uniform space is a pair of sets (X, ir), Y being a filter on Xx X such that VUeY. A(X) = {<x, x} : x e X}^ U, U "» = {<>>, x> : <x, y} e U) eY and Vx s X, 3FEf:
1. Sequential functions. In this section we wish to study a class of spaces which does (in weaker fashion) for locally uniform spaces what pseudo-metric spaces (or more precisely, écart spaces) do for uniform spaces. For any set X, we shall let w>A"be the set of all finite sequences of elements of X. For each sequence [June 1.2 Theorem. Any nonempty collection T of sequential functions for a set X is a gauge for some locally uniform space (X, Y).
Proof. Let T be a nonempty collection of sequential functions for a set X. First, for each Se T, S[a>X] is a subbase for a local uniformity on A"by the definition of sequential functions. Second, it is easy to see that the union of any nonempty family of subbases for local uniformities on X must itself be a subbase for a local uniformity on X. Hence IJ {S [íú>X] : Se T} is a subbase for a local uniformity Y on X, and T is a gauge for (X, Y). □
Proposition.
A locally uniform space (X,Y) is sequenceable iff it has a subbase 38 with cardinality at most that of X.
Proof. If (X, Y) is finite, then it has a one element base {D} which is generated by the sequential function S given by W e a> X, Sa = D. We may thus assume that A1 is infinite. If Sis a sequential function such that S[íú> X] is a subbase for Y, then S[ra>A"]= gA" = -X0 = A" = . On the other hand, suppose 38 is a subbase for Y and 38= ^X = .Let A<^X be such that A ==38 = , and let{Fx : x e A} be an indexing of 38 by A. We may build a sequential function S by requiring Sé= Xx A1 and Vx e A, SX=VX n Vx1, and continue by induction to choose an appropriate Sa eY for each a e mX. Then S[l0> X}^38, so that (X, Y) is sequenceable. □
For each cardinal X^X0, there is a nonsequenceable uniform space of cardinality X.
Proof. Let A be a set of cardinality X, and let X=A x w, so that A"= =X. For each fie Aw and each xe X, letMf(x) = {(x,y}:yèfi(x)}; let V,= A(A0 u {Mf(x) x Mf(x) : x e A}.
Then {Vt : fe Aw} is a base for a uniformity Y of X since, as is easy to verify, each Vf is symmetric and contains the diagonal in IxA", V, ° Vf= V,, and VgeAw, if heAw is given by h(x) = ma\{f(x),g(x)}, then Vh^Vfr\ VQ. Suppose Y has a subbase of cardinality X; taking the set of all finite intersections of elements of such a subbase gives a base {Ux : xe A} of cardinality X, which we may assume to be indexed by A. For each xe A, choose fx e Aw so that F/;(£ Ux. Then let g e Aw be given by g(x)=fix(x)+l.
No Ux is contained in Vg, since for each x e A,
This contradicts the assumption that {Ux : x e A} is a base for Y. □ 2. Nested sequences of locally uniform spaces. For the following proposition we shall need the result, shown by J. R. Isbell [3] , that a bounded uniformly continuous pseudo-metric on a subspace of a uniform space may be extended to a bounded uniformly continuous pseudo-metric on the whole space.
Let {(Xn, 8/n) : n e w} be a nested sequence of uniform spaces; let X=(J{Xn : new}. Then there is a strongest uniformity 8l on X such that Vnew, 8¿\Xn = 8/n.
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Proof. Let T be the set of all pseudo-metrics d on X such that for each new, d\Xnis a bounded uniformly continuous pseudo-metric on (Xn, 8/n). First we shall show for each new, that each bounded uniformly continuous pseudo-metric d on (Xn, 8/n) is the restriction of an element of T. Using Isbell's result, we may find by induction, for each k^n, a bounded uniformly continuous extension dk+1 of dk to (Xk+1, 8/k+i). If we let d={J {dk : k¡¡n}, then dis easily seen to be a pseudometric of the type belonging to T, and d\Xn = dn. Let 8/ be the uniformity for which r is a gauge. What we have just shown about T assures 8/\Xn^8/n, and the definition of T assures 8/\ Xn^8/n. 8/ is of course the strongest limit uniformity since for any limit uniformity 8/', every bounded uniformly continuous pseudo-metric on (X, 8/') must belong to T. \J Definition.
A limit for a nested sequence {(Xn, Yn) : n e w} of locally uniform spaces is any locally uniform space (A", Y) such that X= {J {Xn : ne w} and Vn e w, F~\Xn = Yn. Such a limit is not in general unique.
2.2 Theorem. A nested sequence of locally uniform spaces with completely regular topologies need not have a limit.
Proof by example. The proof depends entirely upon topological properties. Let Fbe a completely regular space which is not normal. Let A, B be closed disjoint subsets of F which cannot be separated by open sets. Let w be the natural numbers with the discrete topology. For each j e w, let A", be the union of w x (A u B) and {k e w : k <j} x T, together with two points a and b, which have, for each kew, the basic neighborhoods Nk(a) = {a} u {<«, x} : n>k,xe A}, Nk(b) = {b}u{<:n,yy :n>k,yeB}.
Then each X¿ is obviously completely regular, and a closed subspace of XJ+1.
Let X= U {X, : j e w}; let IF be any topology on X such that Vj e w, F\X¡ is the given topology on X¿. We shall show that IF is not regular. As for the part about local uniformities, we may just take each local uniformity Yj to be the set of all neighborhoods of the diagonal in X¡ (each Y¡ is in fact a local uniformity by Theorem 1.4 of [4] ). We need to show that each (Ar3, Y¡) is a subspace of (Xj+x,Yj+1). Pick VjeYf, then V, is the restriction to A"., x A, of an Xj+1 x A'i+1-neighborhood W of A(A'/), the diagonal in X,x Xj. Let Vj+1 = Wu ((Xj+1 -Xj)x(Xj+x -X,)); then F3 + 1 is a neighborhood of the diagonal in Xj+1x Xj+1 since X¡ is closed in Xj+1. Moreover Vj+1 n (XjX X,)= Vj by choice of W. Hence ^+i|AJ = 'FJ. We conclude that the nested sequence II. If there is a limit Y, then there is a strongest limit; there is also a limit which is strongest among all limits generating the same topology as Y Proof. To prove the first assertion, we first suppose (A', Y) is a limit of the sequence {(Xn, Yn) : new}. Let T be a gauge for Y; then Vn e w, T\Xn is a gauge for (Xn,Yn) and (T\Xn+x)\Xn = T\Xn. Now suppose that for each n e w, Tn is a gauge for (Xn, Yn) and Tn+1|A'n=rn. Let T be the set of all sequential functions S for X such that Vn e w, S\\ Xn e Tn. First we shall show for each new and each sequential function nS e Tn, that there is a sequential function Se T such that S||A"n = nS. Using our assumption that for each k, Tk+1\Xk=Tk, we may choose by induction, for each k^n, k+1Se Tk+1 so that k+1S\\Xk = kS. We now define a sequential function Sas follows: For each o eíú> X, let S" = U {jvSt : kew}. It is clear that each S" is symmetric and contains the diagonal in Xx X. For each o e u> X and each xe X,
The second line above follows from the first since if <x, y} e PS<,X and <_y, z> e QSax, then <x, z> e kScx ° kSax, where k = max {p,q}. Consequently S is a sequential function for X. By construction S || Xn = nS and S e T. Let Y be the local uniformity for which T is a gauge. What we have just shown assures Y\Xn^Yn, and the definition of T assures Y\Xn^Yn.
Thus (A', Y) is a limit of {(Xn, Yn):ne w}. Suppose {(Xn, Yn) : ne w} has a limit; let L be the set of all limit local uniformities for {(Xn, Yn) : new}. Then IJ L is a subbase for a local uniformity Y* on X; Y* is obviously the required strongest limit. Similarly, if L is the set of all limits which have a given topology, then (J L is a subbase for a strongest limit with that topology. □
We shall now attempt some answers to the question of when a nested family of strongly complete locally uniform spaces has a strongly complete limit. As in [4] we shall make the following definitions: for each VeY, let V2= V ° V, and by induction, for each n e w -{0}, let F" + 1= Fn ° V. A filter -F ona locally uniform space (X, Y) is weak Cauchy of degree niffVV eY,3F e ,F : Fx F^ Vn. It is weak Cauchy if for some n e w it is weak Cauchy of degree n. A strongly complete locally uniform space is one in which every weak Cauchy filter converges. For each n e cu -{0}, the collection {V : V e Y} is a base for a local uniformity Yn; it has the same relative topology as Y (by Theorem 1.10 of [4] ). A space ( Y, Y) is a strong extension of subspace (X, 8/) iff Vn e w-{0}, 3m e tu-{0} : 8/m^Yn\X.
2.4 Theorem. Suppose {(Xn, Yn) : ne w} is a nested sequence of strongly complete locally uniform spaces. If (X, Y) is a limit of the sequence and is a strong extension of each (Xn, Yn), then the strongest limit which generates the same topology as (X, Y) is strongly complete.
Proof. Let (X, Y) be a limit which is a strong extension of each (Xn, Yn). Let (A", Y*) be the strongest limit generating the same topology as (X, Y). From the fact that Y* is stronger than Y, it follows easily that Y* is also a strong extension of each (Xn, Yn). Notice that if Fis any ^-neighborhood of the diagonal in A"x X such that Vne w, V n (Xn x Xn) e Yn, then {V} U Y is a subbase for a limit local uniformity with the same relative topology as Y; consequently, VeY* by the maximality of Y*. Let J5" be a weak Cauchy filter of degree p on (X, Y*).
First we consider the case for which there is a subspace Xn such that We Y*, contradicting the fact that !F is a filter on X. □ The above theorem is less than ideal since what would be most useful to have is a condition on the spaces (Xn, Yn) which would guarantee the existence of a strongly complete limit, without assuming the existence of a limit which is a strong extension. This latter condition cannot, however, be dropped, as is shown by the following example.
2.5 Example of a nested sequence {(Xn, Yn) : n e w} of strongly complete locally uniform spaces which has a limit but not a strongly complete limit. Moreover, for m<n e w, (Xn, Yn) is a strong extension ofi(Xm, Ym).
For each new, let X" = R x w x (n + 2). We define a structure on each Xn as follows: for each pew -{0}, we define Vnp by requiring that Vx, y e Xn, <x, y} e Vnp iff (i) |xi-Fi| < i/p, x2=y2, and x3=y3; or
(ii) xx,yx>p, x2=y2>p, and x3=y3; or (iii) xx=yx>p, x2=y2, and x3y3 = 0; or (iv) xx=yx>p and ((x3 = 0 and x2=y2+y3) orj3 = 0 and y2 = x2 + x3). It is not difficult to check that {Vnp : p e w} is a subbase for a local uniformity Yn. To show that each space (Xn, Yn) is strongly complete, one may argue as follows: Suppose J5" is a weak Cauchy filter of degree k on (Xn, Yn). First notice that max{|«2-t'2| : <", F> e Fnp} = /z+l. So if FeF and <x, j> e F x Fç V¡¡p, then |x2-y2\ ^k(n+ 1). Hence F must restrict to some subspace of the form ixmx(fl-|-2).
But then W must converge in one of these m(n + 2) copies of R. Let Xa=[J {Xj : j e w} = Rxwxw.
For each sequence a of integers, let Va = U {Vjaj : j e w}. It is a straightforward task to check that the Va"s form a subbase for a local uniformity Ya. (Xw, Ya) is clearly the strongest limit for {(A'n, Yn) :new}. To show that {(Xn, Yn) : n e w} does not have a strongly complete limit, it suffices to show (Xa,Ya) is not strongly complete. Vn e w, let Fn = {x e Xa : xx, x2>n and x'3 = 0}. Then {Fn : n e w} is a base for a nonconvergent filter ,F on Xa. Pick Fa e Ym. Pick x,y e Fao, let a=\x2-y2\, then from the defini- Hence ,F is weak Cauchy of degree 4. Finally, if m<n e w, then (Xn, Yn) is a strong extension of (Xm, Ym): For each p, k e w -{0}, one can, after some calculation, estimate that V%p n (Xm x Xm) £ F^(2n + 2). Consequently, Y^2n + 2)<^Ykn\Xn. Q 3. Hewitt spaces. Definition. A Hewitt space is a nontrivial regular topological space on which every real-valued continuous function is constant.
First we will consider a general method for constructing Hewitt spaces, and then specialize to show what types of spaces may be produced by the construction. Though the procedure used in Hewitt's example is different from what we will use in the following construction, both procedures use the following ideas: As in [4] , we shall say that a bridge space is a regular topological space B together with a pair of points a~ and a+ in B which have disjoint closures, but which are functionally linked in the sense that for any real-valued continuous function/on B,f(a~) =f(a+). To show that a regular space His a Hewitt space, it would suffice to show for some bridge space B with a~ and a* that for every two points x#j e H, H contained a copy of B with a~ and a+ represented by x and y. Proof. First we shall do a preliminary construction, using B to embed (X, 8¿) in a space (X, 81) in such a way that every real-valued continuous function on X is constant on X. The main construction will then be completed by iterating the preliminary construction, making for each new, (A"n+1, 8/n+1) = (Xn, #"). Finally we shall use Theorem 2.3 to choose a limit (H, iY) for {(Xn, 8^n) : new}. Every real-valued continuous function / on (H, iY) will be constant since each x,y e H will belong to some Xn, and fi\Xn+1 is constant on Xn.
So for the preliminary construction, we begin with a local uniform space (A", 8l) and a bridge space B with a~ and a + . Assume, by making identifications if necessary, that {a~} and {a + } are closed. Let Y be any local uniformity which generates the topology of B. Let X= Xx B. Let 8¿ x Y be the product local uniformity on X. 8¿xY has a base of sets i7(x)F=«x, z;y, vv> : <x, j> e U, <z, w') e V}, for U e 8/ and VeY. The set Xx{a + } is closed in X, and we may let 8¿ has a base of sets of the form
It is easy to see that the map x \-> <x, a~} from (A", 8/) into (X, 8¿) is an embedding, and we may identify X with the closed subset A"x{a~}. To show that any continuous function on (X, 8l) is constant on X, we first notice that for each given xe X, the map b k> <x, b} is an embedding of (B, Y) in (X, 8l). This is the case since for each U e8¿ and each symmetric VeY,
If / is any continuous function on X and x, y e X, then {x} x B and {>•} x B are bridge subspaces of X, so/«x, a"»=/«x, a + » and/«j, a"»=/«j, a + ». But the points <x, a + > and <j, a + ) are topologically identified, so /«x, a + » =f«.y, a + }). Putting these things together, we have f((x, a~})=f((y, a~}). Therefore /is constant on A"x{a~}, the image of X.
We next show that any gauge for (X, 8/) may be extended to a gauge for (X, 8l): The bijection xi-><x, a"> from A' to A"x{a-} induces a bijection a h> a* from M>^to m>(A'x{fl-}). The composite function o*^>o^Sa from w>(A'x{a-}) to 81 may now be extended to a sequential function S from w> A" to 8i by induction. Having chosen Sx with rem>X, we just choose for each xeX, a symmetric Sj* e8l so that (SIX ° S,^)[x]^Sj [x] . The function S is, in effect, an extension of S since for each o ea>X, Sa. n(Xx{a~})x(Xx{a-}) = S0(x){<a-, fl->}.
Finally, as indicated at the beginning of the construction, we define (Xn, 8/n) for each n e w as follows: Let Xn = {x e a(Xu B) : x0 e X; Vm>0, xmeB; and Vk>n, xk = a~}. Let H={J{Xn : n e w}. We may transfer the local uniformity 8¿ on X to an isomorphic local uniformity 8/0 on X0 by means of the bijection x h-> x0 from X0 to X. For each n e w, we can define a bijection ßn from Xn=XnxB to Xn+1 as follows: Vx e Xn, Vy e B, ßn(x, y)(n+l)=y, and for i^n+ 1, ^n(x, _y)(0 = x¡. By induction, for each n~¿0, having defined 81 n on A"", we use j8n to transfer 8t'" on A\ to an isomorphic local uniformity 8¿n+ y on Xn+1. For each n, ßn transfers the embedding Xn^ Xnx{a~}^Xn to the identity embedding Xn -> A""£Xn+1.
Consequently, each gauge on (Xn, 8/n) extends to a gauge on (Xn+1, 8¿n+x). Hence by Theorem 2.3, we may choose a limit (H, iY) for {(Xn, 8¿n) :new}. This completes the construction. □ 3.3 Theorem. Suppose (X, 8¿) is any locally uniform space with some of the following properties:
(1) it has cardinality XäX1; (2) its relative topology is separable, (3) its relative topology is first countable, (4) it is strongly complete. Then (X, 81) may be embedded as a closed subspace in a locally uniform space which has the same properties, but is topologically a Hewitt space.
Proof. By Construction 5.6 of [4] , we may let (D, Y) be a locally uniform space which has cardinality Hx, satisfies conditions (2)-(4), and is topologically a bridge space. Our proof will consist of applying the above construction to (X, 8¿), using (B, Y) for the bridge space.
If (A", 81) has cardinality N^X1; then so does X=XxB, and by induction, so does each Xn. Consequently so will their union H. Thus property (1) is preserved. If (X, 8¿) has a separable topology, then the product (X, 8l) x (B, Y) has a separable topology. The topology of (X, 8l) is weaker than that of 8l x Y, and hence is also separable. By induction each (Xn, 8/n) has a separable topology. Consequently, any limit (H, iY) being the countable union of separable subspaces, also has a separable topology. Thus property (2) is preserved.
In order to preserve properties (3) and (4), we must be careful about the limit taken at the end of the construction. If the limit (H, iY) is too strong, it may not have a first countable topology, and if it is too weak, it may not be strongly complete. So first we shall define a limit iY which has a first countable topology (provided (X, 8/) does), and then pick the strongest limit iY* which generates the same topology as iY. iY* will be strongly complete provided 8l is.
For each U e 8l and VeY, let T(U, V) = {<x, y} e H : 3m e w, Vn > m, <xn, >>"> e V and (xm+1 = a+ or ym+1 = a + ,or m = 0 and <x0, y0y e £/)}.
For each kew, let Tk(U, V) = (Xkx Xk) n T(U, V). Let 38={T(U, V) : Ue% VeY}; for each kew, let 38k = {Tk(U, V) : Ue8l,VeY}.
We want to show that each 38k is a base for 8lk, and that 38 is a base for a limit local uniformity. If U, U' e8l and V,V'eY, then F((7n £/', Fn V')^T(U, V) nT(U', V), so that 38 is a filter base. Consequently so is each 38k. We have first 380 = 8¿0; by induction, if 38n is a base for 8ln, then it is easy to see that ân={W(Tn(U, V), V) : U e8¿, Fe Y} is a base for #". Under the isomorphism each rF(Fn(£/, F), F) transfers to Tn+1(U, V). Hence ^n+1 is a base for <^n+1.
To show that 38 is a base for a local uniformity on 77, we notice first that each T(U, V) contains the diagonal in /Fx FT, and if U and F are symmetric, then so is T(U, V). Next, given T(U, V) e38 and xe H, let n be the least integer such that xe Xn; then we may choose U'e8/ and F' e'T so that Tn(U', V')2 Now we suppose (X, 81) has a first countable topology, and show that (H, iY) does. Pick xe H; let « be the least number for which x e Xn. Let {(7fc[x0] : kew} be a countable base for the neighborhood system at x0 e X, with each Uk e 8l. Finally, suppose (X, 8/) is strongly complete. We shall need the following facts:
(1) A closed subspace of a strongly complete locally uniform space is strongly complete.
(2) The product of strongly complete locally uniform spaces is strongly complete. These statements are essentially part of Theorems 6.14 and 6.15 of [4] . (1) is true since a filter which is weak Cauchy on a subspace must be weak Cauchy on the whole space. (2) follows directly from the fact that for any product of locally uniform spaces, the coordinate projections preserve weak Cauchy filters. the product of strongly complete spaces, is strongly complete. Hence ¿F\Xn x(B-N) converges in XnxM; so J5" does too. Therefore (Xn,8/n), and thus (Xn+1, ^n+i) is strongly complete.
Next, we can show that (H, iY) is a strong extension of each (Xn, 8Zn) as follows:
Pick k e w; if Ue 8l, and Fe Y is such that {<a", a + >, <a + , a~}} n Vk = 0, then it is easy to see that Vm^n, Tm+1(u, vy n (xmxxm) = Tn(u, vy-, thus using induction, V«F¿«, rm(u, vy n (xnx xn) = Tn(u, vy-, thus nu, vy n (xnxxn) = uu, vy.
Hence (H, iY) is a strong extension of (Xn, 8fn). Finally, if iY* is the strongest limit which generates the same topology as iY, then by Theorem 2.4, (H, iY*) is strongly complete. Thus property (4) is preserved.
